TUSD Supplemental Material Approval Form

School Name: Tucson High Magnet School
Requestor: Kiaunna Scotti
Phone #: 225-5000
Leadership Office: (Check the appropriate office)
- [ ] ES  [ ] MS  [ ] HS  [ ] JTED

Title: Murck Visualizing Geology, 4th Edition
Author(s): Murck
Edition (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.): 4th
ISBN (10 or 13 digits): 9781119147510
Subject: Geology
Publisher: Wiley
Vendor: Wiley
Type of Material: (Check the appropriate box)
- [ ] Educational Software
- [ ] Textbook – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse
- [ ] Supplemental Material – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse
- [ ] Occasional Use – Doesn’t need Board Approval

Select the appropriate item:
- [ ] Student Edition
- [ ] Teacher's Edition
- [ ] Teacher Resource Kit

---

Title:
Author(s):
Edition (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.):
ISBN (10 or 13 digits):
Subject:
Publisher:
Vendor:
Type of Material: (Check the appropriate box)
- [ ] Educational Software
- [ ] Textbook – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse
- [ ] Supplemental Material – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse
- [ ] Occasional Use – Doesn’t need Board Approval

Select the appropriate item:
- [ ] Student Edition
- [ ] Teacher's Edition
- [ ] Teacher Resource Kit

---

Title:
Author(s):
Edition (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.):
ISBN (10 or 13 digits):
Subject:
Publisher:
Vendor:
Type of Material: (Check the appropriate box)
- [ ] Educational Software
- [ ] Textbook – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse
- [ ] Supplemental Material – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse
- [ ] Occasional Use – Doesn’t need Board Approval

Select the appropriate item:
- [ ] Student Edition
- [ ] Teacher's Edition
- [ ] Teacher Resource Kit
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Title: 

Author(s): 

Edition (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.): 

Copyright year: 

ISBN (10 or 13 digits): 

Price: 

Subject: 

Grade(s): 

Publisher: 

Vendor: 

Type of Material: (Check the appropriate box) 

Textbook – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse 

Supplemental Material – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse 

Occasional Use – Doesn’t need Board Approval 

Select the appropriate item: 

Student Edition Teacher's Edition Teacher Resource Kit 

Title: 

Author(s): 

Edition (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.): 

Copyright year: 

ISBN (10 or 13 digits): 

Price: 

Subject: 

Grade(s): 

Publisher: 

Vendor: 

Type of Material: (Check the appropriate box) 

Textbook – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse 

Supplemental Material – needs to be delivered to the Campbell Warehouse 

Occasional Use – Doesn’t need Board Approval 

Select the appropriate item: 

Student Edition Teacher's Edition Teacher Resource Kit 

Use the additional pages sheet to add more titles. 

Educational Rationale (Rationale needs to be done by requesting principal. Please X line if this statement is true.) 

✓ This request supports a Board adopted curriculum and the 2010 AZ Standards (aka Common Core). 

Principal’s name: 

Office Use only 

Literacy or Math Specialists Comments: approved 

Science 

Literacy or Math Specialist (Print name): 

Approved by Leadership Team: 

Assistant Superintendent or designee Date 

Revised: 12/13/12